A network based Intrusion Detection System (IDS) gathers and analyzes network packets and report possible low level security violations to a system administrator. In a large network setup, these low level and partial reports become unmanageable to the administrator resulting in some unattended events. Further it is known that state of the art IDS generate many false alarms. There are techniques proposed in IDS literature to minimize false alarms, many of which are widely used in practice in commercial Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) tools. In this paper, we review existing false alarm minimization techniques in signature-based Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS). We give a taxonomy of false alarm minimization techniques in signature-based IDS and present the pros and cons of each class. We also study few of the prominent commercial SIEM tools which have implemented these techniques along with their performance. Finally, we conclude with some directions to the future research.
Introduction
In principle, computer systems need to be designed to prevent illegal access. However, mechanism to guard systems from illegal access is a non-trivial problem. An unauthorized mechanism designed to access system resources and/or data is called intrusion and designers are called intruders. Intruders can be classified as Internal Intruders and External Intruders. Internal Intruders attempt to elevate their limited privileges by abusing it. External Intruders attempt to gain unauthorized access to system resources from outside the target network. One of the earliest work on intrusion detection in computer networks is presented by James. P. Anderson [1] . In the seminal article, the author presents a threat model which describes internal penetrations, external penetrations and misfeasance. Further, the paper discusses a surveillance system for detecting all the three types of activities. In another major work, D. E. Denning [2] describes that users have a defined set of actions and intrusions can be detected assuming the intrusions deviate from the defined set of actions.
In recent days, computer security breach events due to intrusions are increasing. An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) monitors the system activity and reports on observation of any security violations. Traditionally there are two broad classes of IDS such as signaturebased and anomaly-based. The former uses a database of known attack signatures and raises an alarm whenever network traffic matches any signature [3] , whereas the later uses a model of normative system behaviour and observable deviations are raised as alarms [4] .
Whenever an attack is detected IDS generally raises an alarm to the system administrator. The alarm contains the information describing what attack is detected, who are the target and victims of the attack. The content associated with IDS alarms varies to a great extent depending on the nature of data (host or network) and also on the type of IDS mechanism (signature or anomaly). Signature-based IDS generates rich information along with alarm whereas anomaly IDS may just identify the connection stream which is detected as malicious.
The major concern with these systems is that, they attempt to detect suspected events which results in high false alarm rate (they account up to 99% [5, 6, 7, 8] ). Studies in [9, 10] found the problem of false alarms by Snort even in the DARPA 99 dataset [11] which is generated in a controlled laboratory environment. The reason attributed for this alarming number of wrong detection is because many IDS detect too many suspicious cases. In a sense, suspected events are not necessarily intrusions to the system. An IDS with improper ruleset may miss some genuine intrusions. In the IDS literature, these cases are generally termed as false alarms. False positives and false negatives indicate whether detection is spurious or a failure respectively. In the context of this paper we define the following terminology.
• Attack: Any malicious attempt to exploit a vulnerability, which may or may not be successful.
• False positive: False positive is generated when IDS raises an alarm for an unsuccessful attack attempt.
• False alarms: Set of false positives.
There are various reasons for false alarm generation in IDS and some of the important ones are listed below.
• Intrusion activity sometimes deviates very slightly from the normal and some cases are difficult to differentiate.
• Often the context in which a particular event has happened decides the usefulness of the alarm generated by that event. For example, "Microsoft Distributed Transaction (MDT)" service was vulnerable to intrusion of large packets, which was generating a buffer overflow. This triggers a denial of service for the MDT service. However, this vulnerability was exploitable only in the Windows 2000 operating system which was not patched with latest patches.
• Certain actions which are normal may be malicious under different prevailing circumstances. For example, network scan is normal if done by a security administrator otherwise it is abnormal.
• Many IDS not only detect intrusions but also the number of attempts of intrusions. An attempt may not necessarily lead to a compromised system. These alarms are very likely to overwhelm the administrator.
• An alarm may represent a stage in a multistage attack which may eventually fail due to various other reasons.
In addition to the above general reasons there are many reasons attributed for false alarm generation in a signature-based IDS.
• Often it is difficult to write good quality signatures [12] . A signature should be able to detect all possible variations of a pertinent attack and do not detect all non-intrusive activity. If a signature fails to match a pertinent attack it is considered as a false negative. On the other hand, if it matches for non intrusive behavior a false positive is generated. This misinterpretation can happen under two situations.
-Analyzing the irrelevant portion of traffic for finding a match.
-Analyzing the wrong application data for finding a match.
• Signature writing is highly dependent on the expert knowledge. As discovery of new flaws and vulnerabilities occur continuously, to write good signatures one needs to have complete understanding of the behavior and also sufficient data to analyze. Due to this dependency, this method is always error prone.
• In most of the cases, IDS will run with default set of signatures which are not customized to the local network. Most of the vendor supplied signature databases come with a bundle of known attack signatures. The database entries should be minimized or customized based on the target system for operational efficiency. For example, if the target network has all systems running windows operating system, then signatures written to detect a Linux specific known attack can be removed.
• Latency in deployment of newly created signatures across all the IDS running computer systems is another reason. As soon as new signatures are written they need to be deployed in the signature database. Writing a signature requires expertise in understanding the semantics of attack. Thus vendor has to update signature database regularly.
Given the voluminous number of alarms, security managers often would like to prioritize alarms based on relevance and find out those alarms which have impact on target machine and defer decision on remaining alarm analysis to a later point of time or completely ignore them. This paper is a survey of such false alarm minimization techniques in signature-based intrusion detection system.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review other related surveys and compare our work with them clearly justifying the motivation. Section 3 presents an overview of approaches for false alarm minimization in signature-based IDS. From section 4 to 11, we discuss various techniques used for false alarm minimization. In section 12 we discuss hybrid approach of false alarm minimization which combines the best of some of the other techniques discussed in section 4 to section 11 and in section 13 we present a summary of various commercial SIEM tools in the market showing the methods currently in use along with their performance. Future research directions are presented in section 14 with conclusions in sections 15.
Prior Work
An early survey [13] gives the generic architecture of alarm handling techniques. It discusses three aspects of alarm handling namely pre-processing, alarm analysis and correlation using IDMEF message format as a standard for data collection. In pre-processing step alarms are dumped into a relational database with a schema having attributes of IDMEF format. In the alarm analysis phase repeated alarms possibly coming from different IDS are removed and in final stage correlation of alarms is done. However, the study is very elementary and does not present the state of the art completely.
Limmer and Dressler [14] describe the event correlation technique from the perspective of early warning systems. The term event is used by the authors in a generic way rather than to mean IDS alarms. They refer events as the actual happenings in the network. For example, such events can come from net-flow data, port scan, IDS alarm and others like arrival of an ICMP packet etc. They define event correlation as a technique of aggregating security related events in a centralized location and identifying relationship between them. This survey covers correlation architectures, attack intention identification, finding the scope of the attack and method of the attack. Correlation architecture can be either a centralized or distributed architecture. Attack intention is categorized either as scan, denial of service or exploitation. Scope of the attack as targeted or non targeted attack. Correlation algorithms are classified as 1-pass, n-pass algorithms depending on how many times events are read by the correlation engine. However this paper does not discuss other techniques of false alarm minimization.
Sadoddin and Ghorbani [15] have given a survey of IDS alarm correlation techniques. This survey describes alarm correlation techniques from the alarm reduction point of view. Several stages of correlation are described. First one is normalization where alarms in different formats are brought into a common format, second being the aggregation in which multiple alarms are grouped and third one is correlation phase in which different correlation algorithms are used to find the relationship between the alarms. Prominent method for correlation being the Rule based correlation. A similar survey found in [16] also covers only the correlation techniques and not the other false alarm minimization techniques.
Zhou et al. [17] describes collaborative (distributed) attacks (port scans, denial of service, distributed denial of service) and corresponding detection techniques. Although these collaborative methods include alarm correlation techniques they do not address other aspects of false alarm minimization. The study is concentrated towards detecting attacks collectively which may otherwise have missed by a single IDS. A fully distributed detection has the limitation of not having complete information for decision making.
Salah et al. [18] study correlation as a problem for different applications like network management, network security and SCADA systems. In network management SNMP data is correlated for fault localization and it gives summarized view to the system administrator. In network security, it is used for creating a consolidated security view of system by combining information from different security systems. In SCADA systems correlation is used to identify process disturbances.
Mamory and Zhang [19] survey alarm processing techniques. They describe techniques like alarm mining and various correlation algorithms as a post processing method. It also lists several types of correlation algorithms and limitations of those algorithms. One limitation of this survey is it is not exhaustive and is limited to only alarm post processing methods.
Our contributions are summarized below
• Surveys found in the literature are bit old and many more new techniques have been proposed later. To the best of our knowledge we review up to date state of the art related to false alarm minimization in signature-based IDS.
• Existing surveys are narrowly focused and do not adequately cover all techniques of false alarm minimization. This survey provides an extensive, focused and structured view of techniques employed for false alarm minimization within the domain of signature-based IDS.
• An analysis on prominent commercial SIEM tools which uses some of the techniques surveyed is presented.
• For each category we study a list of advantages and disadvantages.
• We provide directions for future research in this domain.
Overview
This section presents an overview of approaches proposed over the years for false alarm minimization in signature-based IDS. A taxonomy of several techniques is shown in Figure  1 . This diagram presents a hierarchical view of works found in literature. Several methods used for false alarm minimization in literature are studied identifying similarities and/or differences in these methods. Based on this study the methods are grouped into various categories. We have also enlisted similar survey papers in the literature and differentiated Table 2 . An elaborated discussion on each of these references follow in subsequent sections.
Signature Enhancement
As mentioned in previous sections, false alarms are generated due to matching of signatures in the context where it is not relevant. In order to address this, researchers have attempted to enhance the signatures with context information which can be either in the form of remembering past history or network information.
In one such technique, network context information is added to the signatures, thus each signature is now stand alone and carries complete context information when the signature is valid and applicable. Sommer and Paxson [20] have developed a method of enhancing usual signatures with context information, which is termed as contextual signatures. The low level information of context is provided in the form of regular expressions. Authors argue that use of regular expressions has many advantages. Regular expressions based approach are flexible for the matching compared to the fixed strings approach. Additional information can be attached to the signature for verification since algebraic operations can be performed on the regular expressions. A similar approach presented in [21] uses an object oriented paradigm for modeling signatures along with context information. A prototype version of the signature detection system called "passive network monitoring technique(PNMT)" is developed. Context information in the model is populated by a passive learning mechanism. For example, when PNMT discovers the target operating system of a particular host, it creates an object. Similarly, when an open port is discovered (when data is exchanged on that port) for the host in question it updates this information in the corresponding object. Signatures are written with the help of these objects by enforcing constraints on them. An object oriented paradigm based rules in PNMT is used to create new objects as and when arriving packets match the rule-set. A simple example of how these signatures differ from Snort signatures is useful for understanding the concept of context aware signatures.
"Microsoft distributed transaction" service was vulnerable to large packets sent by intruders. This attack is a buffer overflow which triggers a denial of service for the Microsoft distributed transaction service. A Snort rule which is used to detect this attack is shown bellow. PNMT signature for the above Snort signature is shown in Table 3 . In the PNMT signature, p1 represents an object of a packet. This rule describes that, an alarm is raised if the payload of the packet p1 is bigger than 1023 bytes and if there is an active session between the source IP address and the destination IP address on port 3372 of the packet p1. This part is same an in case of Snort signature. The difference between the PNMT signature and Snort signature is -PNMT rule will raise an alarm only if it is able to confirm that destination host of the attack has a Windows 2000 or Windows NT operating system. This is enforced with an additional check of operating system stack (this step is shown in bold letters in the PNMT signature in Table 3 ).
Some of the advantages of signature enhancement based methods are
• Analysis of the traffic with signatures as well as network context leads to low FPs.
• Even after signature is enhanced, comparison technique (signature and traffic) remains almost similar as in ordinary signature detection systems.
Some of the disadvantages of the technique are • Signatures are complex and modifying them is tedious and error prone. For example, if it is discovered latter that "Microsoft distributed transaction" is vulnerable also in later versions of windows, then PNMT rule shown in Table 3 . needs to be modified. The process of updating signatures selectively in a local environment needs knowledge and experience.
• Signature detection system needs to be put off when signatures are updated, so the technique leads to downtime of signature detection system.
Stateful Signatures
Conventional Signature-based IDS analyze individual network packets and try matching against a database of signatures and trigger an alarm if a match is found. By the notion of their working they fail to detect attacks that span multiple packets. Given today's attacks are more complex it is needed to analyze more than one packet and try matching against the signature. This requires for the IDS to remember what has appeared in the previous packet and is called the state of the network. Class of IDS which work by this principle are called as stateful IDS and signatures are called as stateful signatures [91, 22] . Further these signatures analyze only relevant portion of the traffic rather than entire traffic. For example if a signature is monitoring any attempted cases of logging in as root to a UNIX machine it is useful to analyze only the login session of the communication rather than the whole data exchange. Multistep complex attacks are hence detected by only stateful IDS.
An attack language STATL is descibed in [92] . It allows to specify complex attack scenarios using a high level specification. Multistep attacks and scenarios can be specified for creating a stateful signature. STATL being a formal model represents all the events using a state transition model. States represent different snapshots in the evolution of an attack.
A stateful IDS proposed for world wide web in [23] called as WebSTAT uses STATL as the core for describing complex attack scenarios. An attempt to handle state information in high speed networks is reported in [24] . It proposed to partition the network traffic and also divide the signature set into disjoint group for the analysis. In a similar spirit a hardware based implementation of IDS which can remember the state information is discussed in [25] .
Some of the advantages of stateful IDS (with stateful signatures) over stateless IDS (stateless signatures) are
• There are attacks which spans multiple packets and sessions. These attacks can not be detected by analyzing a single packet at a time hence stateless IDS misses these cases. However, stateful IDS detects such attacks as they contain signatures which can collect evidence across multiple packets.
• Only stateful IDS can detect multistage attacks.
The drawback of stateful signatures and stateful IDS are
• It adds to the processing overhead. Given the pace with which networks' operating speed is increasing remembering state information is really challenging.
• Time window to be used for remembering the state information is critical for detecting attacks. An automated selection of time window is not available.
Vulnerability Signatures
Majority of state of the art signature-based intrusion detection techniques work either by string matching or regular expression matching mechanisms. New exploits which can evade the detection by existing signature detection techniques are being used by attackers in the form of metamorphic and polymorphic attacks. Conventional signature-based IDS which operates on string matching and regular expression matching fail to detect them [27, 28] . In order to detect these sophisticated attacks application semantics is used in the form of vulnerability signatures. Given a vulnerability there can be many exploits possible which can exploit it. Vulnerability signatures discussed in [26, 27, 28] can detect such attacks and improve the accuracy and detection capability of IDS by utilizing rich application semantics and protocol awareness.
Shield [26] uses the characteristics of a vulnerability, to generate a signature for all variations of exploits of that vulnerability before an exploit is seen in the wild. These signatures are installed at the network IDS and it can filter the traffic exploiting a vulnerability in a particular application of host till host installs a patch for the vulnerable application.
Brumley et al. [27] take formal approach to define vulnerability based signatures. Authors show that, semantics of a vulnerability define a language. Signatures are written either as regular expressions, Symbolic constraints or Turing machine signatures. Detection is done by finding whether the current traffic pattern is accepted by the corresponding language. Authors also analyze the complexity of such signature generation and comparison.
Vulnerability based signatures are more accurate in detecting intrusions than conventional regular expression based detection. However they tend to be more computationally expensive than the conventional signature matching. In order to address this issue Li et al. [28] provide an efficient implementation of vulnerability signature based IDS by using Single PDU Multiple Signature Matching (SPMSPM) algorithm. Here PDU stands for protocol data unit. This is a open source pilot project currently having 794 http related signatures. Its performance is shown to be 1.9 Gbps on a single CPU having 3.8 GHz processing speed and scale up to 11 Gbps on 8 core machine.
Some of the advantages of vulnerability signature-based IDS techniques are
• Partially automate the signature generation.
• Rich semantic information reduce the number of false alarms.
Some of the limitations of these methods are the following
• No real implementation of these methods is available in the wild yet. Although NetShield [28] is available as a free software it is still a prototype implementation which can handle limited number of protocols.
Alarm Mining
Alarms generated by signature detection systems comprise information in terms of attributes like, IP addresses, port numbers, protocol etc. Data mining techniques use these attributes and mine a set of given alarms for summarizing them into either TPs or FPs. Characteristics learnt during the mining stage are used to classify future alarms. Although there are many ways to model prominent techniques used within the domain fall either into clustering, classification, neural network based and frequent pattern mining models. These mining techniques are discussed in the following subsections.
Alarm Clustering
Clustering technique uses a set of unlabeled alarms and create a set of clusters of similar type. Later meaning is assigned to these clusters as false or true alarms. Thus all alarms in the cluster are either false or true alarms. There are different clustering algorithms used in this domain. Few of the important works are described bellow.
In a series of articles by Julisch [29, 30, 31, 32] clustering algorithms are used to group IDS alarms. Julisch claims that majority of the alarms are generated by misconfigurations in the software and if the cause of these alarms can be found out then action can be taken. This cause discovery is called as root cause discovery. These articles interpret that by learning the patterns of false alarms and associated root causes future alarms can be classified as false or true. Two different data mining algorithms namely episode mining and clustering algorithms are used in the experiments. Using episode mining a set of episodes are discovered and among these episodes the ones which correspond to normal system behavior can be filtered. A modified version of classical Attribute Oriented Induction (AOI) algorithm is applied to generalize the alarms. Modifications address the issue of over generalization. Generalized alarms represent the clusters. After generating clusters by generalizing over all attributes, clusters are validated. Experiments on a series of real networks revealed a good reduction in the number of alarms. Improved versions of data mining technique to find root causes of IDS alarms is reported by Mamory and Zhang [93, 94] .
Perdisci et al. [33] describes an alarm clustering method which can classify alarms into predefined classes. Clusters of interest are formed in the beginning by creating empty lists. Alarms are added to these clusters incrementally. Every alarm is compared to the representative of the cluster called as meta alarm using a custom distance function. Alarm is assigned to one of the cluster whose distance is minimum with the alarm. In a similar objective to identify abnormal alarms generated by IDS Law and Kwok [95] , Dey [96] use K-means clustering and Incremental Stream clustering algorithms respectively.
Alarm Classification
This method assumes a set of labelled alarms available for training a classification algorithm. An expert usually label the alarms either as TP or FP initially and these alarms are used for training a classification. Once classification algorithm is trained, it can be used to classify future alarms.
Kim et al. [34] presents a decision tree model for alarm classification. This includes two phase activity; first, a feature constructor which extracts features for classification; a pre-processor determines highly correlated attributes and groups the alarms based on that and second, an association rule mining which extracts interesting relationship between the attributes. The system is trained with the rules generated from the association rule mining stage and tested. As the decision tree work on a feature ranking scheme, some features on which the path to the leaf is traversed find importance over others, which is an undesirable result.
Pietraszek and Tanner [35] proposes an alarm classifier to classify alarms (as TP or FP) during run time. Proposed model uses a hybrid of two approaches-one part comprises data mining of historical alarms and passing the knowledge learnt to a human expert and the other part tunes the signature engine to reflect the learnt behavior. The scheme uses various network entities for building the classifier and these network entities are represented as a topology tree much similar to the decision tree. Alarms are clustered based on the similarity of their attributes such as IP address, port numbers etc. after traversing the topology tree. The problem with this technique is involvement of human in the loop to tune the signature detection system which limits its practical utility.
Manganaris et al. [36] proposes an IDS alarm management technique based on data mining. Alarms from multiple sensors are collected and are evaluated against a knowledge database. This method also considers the history of sensor in the evaluation process. Knowing what sort of alarms a typical sensor generates helps in identifying true security breach incidents amongst a pool of alarms. Typically a stream of repeated alarms of a particular type from a sensor may be considered as normal than a burst of alarms which are not typically generated by that sensor. Motivation is drawn from the fact that each sensor generate alarms in a different manner, the time and day of week, kind of users they have influences the alarm generation. A profile of sensor behavior is characterized and association rule mining is used for capturing the normal alarm sequence for a particular sensor. Knowledge base of a sensor is constantly upgraded with a feedback path involving human in the loop.
Pietraszek [5] considers a supervised approach of classification of IDS alarms for false alarm minimization. The proposed technique is called ALAC representing Adaptive Learner for Alarm Classification with human in the loop. It classifies IDS alarms as true or false positive with a level of confidence and present it to the human expert. With the feedback of human expert it creates new training examples and use machine learning algorithms to learn and improve the classification performance. ALAC functions in two modes namely recommender mode where it presents alarms to administrator and in the agent mode it performs additional tasks defined for the class of alarms and confidence level of its belongingness to the class. For example it may remove certain high confidence alarms classified as false. A modified version of RIPPER algorithm is used for classification.
Parikh and Chen [37] describes a classifier ensemble method and coupled it with cost minimization strategy. Tjhai et al. [97] describes a two stage classification strategy using SOM and K-means clustering to minimize false alarms.
Benferhat et al. [38] uses a Bayesian networks model for classifying the alarms generated by intrusion detection systems. Model is capable of taking expert knowledge and increasing the accuracy of classification.
Neural Network Approach
Neural network is an information processing method motivated by biological systems working. A neural network takes a set of inputs and generate a set of output. The input is processed through a series of interconnected intermediate processing units between which partially processed information is exchanged and when the information passes through the last stage of processing a decision is made. Typically a neural network is configured to identify patterns or classify data after training with a set of data.
Thomas and Balakrishnan [41] proposes a neural network based alarm classification technique to detect the alarm as either TP or FP. A neural network also needs labeled alarms for training initially. In addition the nature of data given to IDS is also used to assign a final weight to the alarm.
Frequent Pattern Mining
Frequent pattern mining is a technique to identify frequent item sets in a given transaction database. In our case, IDS alarms are transactions and frequent alarm combinations indicate a sequence which is repeating. These repeating patterns indicate the actions an intruder has tried before penetrating into the target host.
Sadoddin and Ghorbani [42] proposes a real time alarm classification scheme based on frequent structured patterns. A component called aggregator transforms raw alarms into graphs after analyzing the connectivity relationship between them. This input is fed to a frequent mining structure which extracts frequently seen patterns in the recent past and build a tree called as frequent pattern tree. The output of this component is the correlation model called as running model. This model is dynamic and keep changing over time.
Soleimani and Ghorbani [43] perform a sequential analysis of alarms to find critical alarms. Each alarm occurrence time is used to order the alarms in a sequence. A window of size w is chosen and all the alarms falling in that window which are ordered and are termed as episodes. Each episode s is represented as a triplet s, T s , T e where the first part s is a sequence, T s is the time of first alarm in the sequence and T e is the time of last alarm in the sequence. Once the episodes are discovered a rating function is used to rate the episodes and highest rated once are chosen as critical ones. A decision tree is used to model the network parameters and is used for criticality value generation.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Mining Techniques
Some of the advantages of alarm mining for filtering FPs are
• Training and building a classifier is relatively easy when the labeling of alarms can be done.
• Technique can be automated without involving human in the loop.
• Keep the ability of correlating previously unseen alarms.
Some of the limitations of mining schemes are
• Labeling of alarms may not always be possible, considering the sheer number of alarms.
• Since the underlying network context is dynamic, it may not always be possible to use mining techniques. For example, even small changes in the network configuration like patching an application, OS upgrading etc. has an impact on the threat level of a particular attack to the target network.
• Since signature detection system can trigger thousands of alarms per day scalability is an issue.
• Alarms can have mixture of numerical, categorical, time and free text attributes. Alarm mining algorithm should work well with the mixture of attributes.
• Alarm mining techniques work offline.
• Since manual labeling is error prone predictive models should withstand some level of noise in the training data.
Alarm Correlation
Aggregating the alarms to construct the attack scenarios is another main area of work found in the literature. These works basically group bunch of IDS alarms possibly generated in different places of network and by different IDS engines and reconstruct the attack scenarios. IDS alarms normally contain the descriptive information of the problem which is too vague to makeout some concrete inference. Correlation step helps in identifying the root cause of the problem [18] . In IDS community there is no well accepted definition for alarm correlation. The term correlation has been used to mean
• Correlation of alarms from a single IDS
• Correlation of alarms from multiple IDS [98] • Correlation of alarms from same type of IDS
• Correlation of alarms from different type of IDS
• Correlation of IDS alarms with other security components alarms (ex. Netflow) [99] and many more views exists. We start with defining what correlation means in our context and some other related definitions in this section.
Alert/Alarm: Alarm is a message sent by a component of an intrusion detection system about the occurrence of an event [100] . The event is typically considered as unusual or malicious.
Correlation: Correlation can be seen as black box which receives a bunch of alarms possibly generated by different IDS and other security components and generates a condensed view of alarm for system administrator.
A generic view of alarm correlation is shown in Figure 2 . Various steps involved are the following.
IDS: Alarms from various IDS engines. Alarm Normalization:Since the alarms may come from heterogeneous IDS deployed in the network it is important for them to be in a common format. There are standards proposed in the literature for reporting an alarm which keeps alarms consistent. Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has proposed Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF) [101] for this purpose. Currently IDMEF is the commonly used standard for alarm message exchange.
Alarm Clustering: The idea is to group same alarms together [102] possibly generated from different sensors. A time window is normally considered within which alarms are merged. To measure the similarity of alarms some common attributes are considered. Normally features like source IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination port, time, attack name, service and user are considered. Since many sensors may have captured the anomalous behavior this step plays a significant role in reducing the volume of alarms. Some literature name this step as alarm aggregation and some even call as alarm fusion.
There are many types of alarm clustering techniques based on how the feature values are matched.
Clustering alarms caused by same event: Two or more alarms can be clustered if they belong to a same event. This may happen because more than one alarm may be generated from one event or multiple IDS sensors have access to the same event.
Clustering based on common vulnerability: If two or more alarms belong to a common vulnerability such alarms can also be grouped . One of the easiest way to find such common alarms belonging to same vulnerability is using standard CVE or Bugtraq identifiers.
Clustering based on TCP session: Alarms generated in a single TCP session can also be grouped.
Simple attribute Matching: There are two types of attribute matching. The first category called as exact matching [57] normally verifies equality condition for the feature values in order to group. In other words two alarms are similar if they have equal values for all of their features. Some exclude the time while verifying equality [57] . In the second category of attribute matching, inexact matching is done. This is because finding equal values across all the features is sometime difficult, so nearby alarms are clustered. A similarity function or distance measurement function is normally defined. For example a distance measure can be a hamming distance or edit distance.
Alarm Correlation: Analyze the clusters of alarms and provide an output by merging some clusters which are related.
Intention Recognition: Identifies the plan the attacker has. Report: Generate a condensed view of attack scenario to the administrator. Alarm correlation techniques can be further grouped under 6 classes. The following subsections elaborate these 6 types.
Multi-step Correlation
These schemes assume that there are sequence of actions followed by the attacker before breaking into the system. The first step is a kind of prerequisite for the next step in the overall attack. Attackers actions may be unknown but the actions taken may result into alarm generation which when interpreted can assert the actions of attacker. This scheme can group complex attacks together involving a series of actions. Few research papers in the literature call Multi-step correlation as Intention Recognition, few other papers make a separation between them as Multi-step correlation is just finding the logical sequence between alarms and the goal of Intention Recognition is to find out hackers plan or intention at an early stage and report to the administrators so that further damage can be prevented. Intention recognition help the administrator in understanding the ongoing activity and will be in a better position to defend against it. Normally Intention Recognition is a post step of alarm fusion. Although there is a thin line difference between the Multi-step correlation and Intention Recognition we study them together.
Templeton and Levitt [44] uses a requires/provides model for attack representation. The objective is to predict attacks. Each attack is described as a concept and there are certain prerequisites called as capabilities that must occur before the concept is enabled. Capabilities are the generalized templates rather than individual attack models. They accumulate the symptoms of the attack rather than the attack itself. Concept is a subtask in a attack and there are requirements that must be satisfied for an attack to be detected. Thus the requires/provides model can predict all variants of the attacks as long as the goal of the sequence of events is same. Another article by Reynolds et al. [103] uses same requires/provides model and provide a model for generation of predicates. Similar models are presented in [45, 46, 47] where Ning et al. also follow the same assumption which is -"In a series of attacks earlier attacks gives rise to later ones". This relationship is captured in the form of pre-requisites and consequence model using predicates.
In [48] an attack modeling language is presented. This model describe two constructs called as precondition and post condition. Two alarms are correlated if the post condition of alarm one is matching with the pre condition of another alarm. With this approach a logical relation can be established between alarms. One of the main limitations of this approach is, it requires manual writing of preconditions and postconditions for all possible alarms that can be generated. This can be sometimes erroneous. In a similar approach [49] modeled these scenarios with extended Hidden Colored Petri-Net(HCPN). HCPN model has 11 tuple and uses the observation probability of a particular alarm rather than just a plain set of precondition and post conditions. Cuppens et al. [50] model attacks as a set of transitions in order to achieve a goal known as intrusion objective. Since the transition is systematic whole set of actions can be written in the form of logic equations. Similar to [48] this method also uses precondition and postcondition to correlate the alarms.
Cuppens and Miege [51] proposes a multi step correlation algorithm called as CRIM. CRIM models the attacks using modeling language LAMDA [104] . Similar to [48] this method also uses precondition and postcondition to relate the alarms. Two different approaches are used for correlation based on the level of information available with alarms. In the explicit correlation system administrator is able to establish some relation between the events and in the implicit correlation analysis of events reveals some connection between the alarms. A similar approach by Mamory and Zhang [52] describes a modified version of LR parser to build the attack trees representing attack scenarios.
Few advantages of this group are
• It can recognize complex attack scenarios which can not be detected by a single rule or signature.
• It reduces false alarms reported to the administrator.
• It is a systematic approach and less error prone if properly defined.
Few drawbacks of this approach are
• Since these methods group alarms based on sequence ordering a missing precondition or post condition may result into a uncorrelated alarm. A precondition or post condition may be missed due to false negative generated by an IDS. Formal models proposed do not discuss how such cases can be handled.
• Manually creating production rules to determine the precondition and postcondition for every alarm is not possible.
Knowledge-based Correlation
These schemes use an extensive knowledge base of systems being monitored. This knowledge base can be either static or dynamic. Knowledge base is in the form of target systems operating system, kind of applications running and some time their known vulnerabilities (some literature refer this information as meta data [14] ). Knowledge based correlation schemes group the alarms which are similar based on some similarity metric [105] . A set of identified features are used for the distance measurement. In the first phase low level events generated by IDS are clustered based on the similarity measure, then over all scenario of the attack is visualized. This initial phase is called as thread reconstruction. The idea behind this thread reconstruction is to fuse the detection of an ongoing attack by multiple sensors together. By fusing multiple alarms of the same type into hyper alarm or f usion alarm security administrator is left with a minimal information yet pointing to the issue.
In [56] a method to capture all the security policies and alarms generated by multiple IDS is proposed. An architecture called as SCY LLARU S is discussed which uses a component called as Intrusion Reference Model (IRM). IRM has static and dynamic information such as event database, configuration of the hardware and software of the site that is being monitored and also a security goal database. First component in IRM known as Cluster Preprocessor assembles a set of related IDS alarms. The next component known as Accessor will examine the set of events from events database and finds relation between the alarms and events to determine plausible alarms. Once a set of plausible alarms is determined, impact of these alarms on the target network is assessed by evaluating these alarms against policy goals of the target network.
Sourcefire the company owned by Snort's author has an intrusion prevention product called as Sourcefire IPS [106] which also passively learns the network assets and automatically tunes the IDS. An intelligent engine can automatically pick and enable required Snort rules based on the network assets.
Kruegel et al. [57] have reported the notion of alarm correlation 1 . Focus of the work is to provide a model for alarm analysis and generation of a prioritized report for system administrator after analyzing the impact of underlying attacks on the target network. This work is more comprehensive and involves steps such as
• Normalization: Brings the IDS alarms into a common format.
• Preprocessing: Checks the values assigned to various attributes are consistent. 1 Although it includes some other techniques also for false alarm minimization we study it here as it uses a knowledge base to perform the analysis.
• Alert fusion: Groups the IDS alarms based on similar attributes.
• Alert verification: Verifies the success of the alarm in the network contest.
• Thread reconstruction: Group related alarms into one thread.
• Impact analysis: Scores the alarms based on what damage it can cause to the attacked resource.
• Attack prioritization: Prioritize the reconstructed alarms.
• Report generation: Generates the report for the system analysis for viewing.
Elshoush and Osman [58] and Sundaramurthy and Ou [59] also describe similar approaches for correlation. NetSTAT [60, 61] is a machine which models the network attacks as state transitions. It also models network environment and systems to be protected as hypegraph. Since the network state and attack scenarios are formally described it helps in understanding what events need to be monitored for the attacks to be detected. NetSTAT includes the three components as Network Fact Base-which contains the network topology information i.e hosts protocols and their services etc. State Transition Database-Includes scenarios to be detected as attacks. Probes-are general purpose IDS which monitors the network traffic and reports to the administrator.
A formal model based on logical relationship between hosts, events, vulnerabilities and other complementary events is described in [107] . It provides a framework for correlating the vulnerability scanner output, CVE and Bugtraq information too with NIDS alarms. On the same lines Yu et al. [62] also uses a precomputed knowledge base of target network to correlate alarms.
Complementary Evidence based Correlation
Complementary evidence based correlation techniques correlate the IDS alarms with other type of security components evidence. This also involves correlation between IDS which work under different principles; for example correlating alarms of NIDS with HIDS and even proxy server and host syslog information etc.
In [66] a detailed model for correlation of IDS alarms specifically for two commercially available IDS is discussed. The overall operation is divided into layers. First layer is known as probe layer which is an IDS deployment place. Next level layers are alarm correlation layers and these correlate alarms from various probe layers. Entire correlation process is organized as a tree. Alarm correlation layer implements correlation algorithms where the correlation criterion is defined in terms of rules. A separate and detailed object oriented model is given for collecting information from various units such as source of the attack, destination of the attack, whether attacker is targeting only single host or multiple hosts etc. Aggregation layer has aggregation rules and generate aggregated view of severity of the events happening in the network.
Chyssler et al. [67] have used a framework for correlating syslog information with alarms generated by Host based Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) and Network Intrusion Detection System(NIDS). Correlation process begins by removing alarms through a filtering process which are known to be non effective. Following this, both HIDS and NIDS events are matched to determine success of the attack attempt.
University of Illinois studied alarms generated by various security systems including BRO IDS at the National Center for Scientific Agency [108] . A summary information of the trends observed on credential stealing attacks was published. This work used alarms from security components like BRO, netflow, syslog data and file integrity monitoring for the study. Incidents which are nearby in time are correlated to build a case for a genuine security violation [109] . For example an IDS alarm with suspicious download is correlated with an incident from Netflow which shows connection with machines in the vicinity of download. This study makes an observation that attacks on authentication violations are the predominant attack types.
CISCO has a product in the name of Firewall Intrusion Detection [110] which integrates limited IDS functionalities with firewall to detect some attacks. These functionalities are defined in the form of rules. There are rules which detect DNS, HTTP, IP, fragmented attacks etc.
Causal Relation based Correlation
The objective of Causal relationship discovery is to test and identify causal relationships among variables under study. Given two or more random variables it identifies how the variables are related to each other. Bayesian network is a form of causal relationship description method which is usually shown as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAC). Each node in the graph represent a variable and an edge between any two nodes describe the dependency that exists between the variables. In our case nodes represent alarms and edges represent relationships. By analyzing a set of alarms this correlation creates a DAC graph without any other input.
In order to address the issue of correlating unknown alarms and recognize novel attack scenarios Xinzhou Qin [68] proposes to integrate knowledge base correlation with statistical and temporal correlation techniques. This class of correlation focuses on discovering novel attack strategies via analysis of security alarms. In order to find causal relationship between alarms Qin describes three types of hypothesis testing. First hypothesis testing discover relationship between domain knowledge and IDS alarms, second and third hypothesis discover statistical and temporal relationships between IDS alarms.
In [111, 68] a statistical model based on Bayesian Network is used to model the causality relationship that exists between alarms. IDS alarms and their relationships are represented by a graph with nodes representing alarms and causality relationships represented by edges. Hyper-alerts created after clustering identical alarms are divided into multiple alarms with a time window. Each alarm now indicates how many times a particular alarm occurred in a time slot. Edges of the graph are established after studying the causal relationship that may exist between two arbitrary alarms in a particular time slot. Causal relationship is identified by the mutual information between the alarms. [69] model alarms as random events in time. The objective is to correlate host based IDS alarms with NIDS alarms. Two events which are near in time are correlated subject to two statistical hypothesis tests. First test constraints that, within a random amount of time, the occurring of a host alarm, it is preceded by a network alarm. If this happens they are said to be correlated otherwise they are unrelated. Second test refuses to correlate the host based alarm with the alarms of network based IDS generated against other hosts.
Maggi and Zanero
Viinikka et al. [70] present the assessment of regularities (in terms of stream and frequency) between normal system behavior and alarms generated out of this behavior. This regularity is modeled using an autoregressive kalman filter. This non stationary model uses last n sample measurements to predict the current measurement. This moving history time series modeling essentially allows the model to adapt to changes in the normal behavior.
In [71] a fully automated and real time analysis setup is described. In the first step the alarm correlator is trained with a set of alarms. During this stage a Baysian probability analysis based causality relationship is established between the set of alarms. These identified causality relationships are used to classify future alarms on the fly. In addition this method can also indicate changes in the temporal relationships and patterns that exist between the alarms. If there is a sudden surge in the number of alarms or lot of uncorrelated alarms in comparison to priviosly seen relationship a new set of rules can be learnt.
Fusion based Correlation
In this category of correlation, multiple layers of correlation is performed. Each correlation is based on different criteria. After the initial stages of normalization and prepossessing, a spatial fusion is done which fuses alarms from different anomaly detection systems. In the subsequent stage temporal fusion is done which orders the alarms according to their timing information. These two fusion stages reveal much more information than individual alarms.
A simple prototype implementation of alarm correlation technique involving two commodity IDS techniques can be found in [72] . It uses a database to store the alarms generated by IDS and performs tests on the alarm database. SQL queries are written to perform induction on the alarm dataset which will uncover not only the multistep alarms but can also interpret the missing steps and alarms.
In [73] Feng et al., describes an event driven system for alarm fusion. The IDS in this case is a linguistic Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) model. Here Subject refers to the origin of an event, Verb refers to the event that the subject has performed and Object refers to the other entity involved with the Subject in doing the action. Alarms are gathered from these IDS and the following steps are performed. i) Preprocessing:collect the parameters of IDS alarm in terms of SVO ii) Normalization: All alarms are mapped to preselected list of alarm class and each class has a score associated with it iii) Special alarm fusion: group the alarms based on some common features and these derive a threat score. 
Attack Graphs based Correlation
Attack graph based correlation techniques rely on the fact that vulnerability in a host when studied in isolation can reveal little information. For example if a particular host has a known low impact vulnerability many of the previous methods would rate the corresponding alarm as a low priority alarm. On the other hand hackers work through a strategic plan where in they may first break into a target host and use it as stepping stone to reach most critical systems and servers in network. This class of work identifies a set of possible paths that an attacker can take to penetrate and affect critical systems [112] . These paths are represented in the form of a graph hence are called as attack graphs. If the IDS are deployed to detect any misbehavior covering all those paths then more likely the administrator will know about the incident. In short, attack graphs show the dependencies that exists for penetrating a host and also interconnections between hosts in a network. A generic view of attack graphs is shown in figure 3 . The x axis indicates the time and connections between the alarms indicate the relation. There can be multiple paths between the first and last alarm in a scenario. For example from the figure we can see after alarm 2, either alarm 3 or alarm 4 is generated. In either case next alarm is alarm 7 showing more than one path for penetration.
In [45] correlated alarms called as hyper alerts are represented as a graph where the nodes represent the alarms and edges represent relation between them. Essentially the consequence of the alarm a 1 matches with prerequisite of the alarm a 2 . In [113] a hybrid approach of combining multistep correlation with knowledge based correlation techniques is proposed. Alarms may not correlate well into a correlation graph if the prerequisite and consequence of alarms do not match properly, this may lead to them being distributed across multiple correlation graphs. In [113] this is handled by merging different correlation graphs based on the inputs of knowledgeable correlation steps. In [114] , paths in the graph are searched to identify different attack scenarios.
Noel and Jajodia [74, 75] proposes to learn the topology of network, operating system and other configuration information and predict the possible paths which an attacker can use to penetrate the system. The alarms generated from IDS can be correlated with known vulnerability paths to decide whether a serious security breach has happened. These attack graphs also helps in identifying key places where detection sensors need to be placed and also identifying where security hardening need to be done. In [115] a formal framework is described to construct attack graphs and design countermeasures for hardening the network security.
Rule-based Correlation
In this correlation method experts rules are encoded as if-then-else statements. These rules are similar to multi-step correlation rules. Unlike multi-stage correlation, this method relaxes the sequence ordering of events. However these kind of rules are useful where configuration of system are not altered frequently. For example a rule can be written to count the number of events by a firewall. Rule Type: Repeat Attack-Firewall Goal: Early warning of scan, worm propagation, etc.. Trigger: Alert on 15 or more Firewall Drop/Reject/Deny Events from a single IP Address in one minute. Event Sources: Firewalls, Routers and Switches
In the above rule, one event does not become the base for next event instead after the number of events from firewall exceeds the threshold set an alarm is triggered. It is worth noticing that, many of the commercial SIEM tools heavily rely on these type of rules.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Correlation Techniques
Advantages of correlation steps are
• Multiple related alarms for a single attack attempt are grouped. Almost all alarm correlation techniques group repeated alarms of same attack since repeated alarm messages do not add anything extra to the knowledge of the administrator.
• Present a condensed view of attack activity in the network to the system administrator.
• Reducing false positives
• Alarms when correlated into groups can reveal interesting cases which individual alarms fail to capture.
Drawbacks of above correlation techniques are
• In multistep correlation all the possible relationships between all types of alarms need to be encoded. This may be erroneous and some times tedious to do.
• Detailed knowledge base of the target network need to be kept updated all the time in knowledge base correlation techniques.
• In complementary evidence technique often it is difficult to establish the relationship between other security components reports and IDS alarms.
• All these methods require prior knowledge in terms of either attack scenarios, their effect on the target network or complementary evidence hence fail to correlate alarms whose relations are not established apriori.
• Correlating alarms from IDS sensors deployed at different places is often difficult. For example correlating NIDS and HIDS is often difficult because response time of NIDS and HIDS are different. HIDS will not report the intrusive activity in real time. Thus the time window used for searching a correlation event becomes an important factor. If the window is too small then some events may not correlate and if otherwise two or more unrelated events may be correlated.
• Rule based correlation is dependent on expert knowledge to write rules. Similar to multi-step correlation writing rules are difficult and error prone.
Alarm Verification
Alarm verification is a technique where IDS generated alarm is verified to determine whether the attempted attack is successful and also does the underlying attack has an impact on target network using some verification mechanism. There can be two kinds of verification as active verification and passive verification. In the active verification as and when an alarm is generated it is verified online and in the passive verification a database of possible success cases are stored and the alarms are verified against the database.
One such proposal is given in [77] . This is an engine to correlate IDS alarms(generated by analyzing incoming network traffic) with an Output Anomaly Detector(OAD). OAD is an anomaly detector in the reverse channel. The scheme is based on the assumption that there should be an anomalous behavior seen in the reverse channel in vicinity of alarm generation time in the incoming channel. Thus, if these two are correlated a good guess about the attack corresponding to alarm can be made. The time window used to look for the correlation is very critical for correctness of the scheme; a very small time window may lead to missing of attacks while a large time window may result in increase of false positives. Further, in some scenarios no anomalous behavior is seen in the reverse channel, for example, no response from the victim.
Zhou et al. [78] uses protocol analysis on the reverse channel to verify the success of an attack. The assumption is attacks often change the behavior of target programs and results in violation of standard protocol behavior. For example a buffer overflow against a FTP server may result in yielding a shell to attacker on the victim machine. Thus the resultant communication no longer falls within the realm of accepted FTP protocol behavior. The key idea here is to use this kind of changes and decide the success of attack.
Kruegel and Robertson [79] , Kruegel et al. [80] describes an extension to Snort alarm processing unit to verify the alarms generated. Nessus vulnerability scanner is used to initiate the verification mechanism. When an alarm is generated its CVE number is used to invoke appropriate NASL script in Nessus.
Advantages of verification techniques are
• Near real time verification of alarms about their impact and usefulness on target network.
• Had high success rate of minimizing false alarms.
Drawbacks of verification techniques are
• An evasion technique with forged server responses is proposed by Todd et al. in [81] . This technique generates spurious responses so that it will interfere with verification mechanisms and makes the IDS to believe that attack has failed. This evasion mechanism is a form of mimicry attack.
• Mimicry class of attacks are possible since verification mechanisms rely on server responses. If there is no response then often it is an indication of success of attack as it will divert the execution of target server elsewhere and prevents it from responding. If the attack can send a fake response as in case of normal scenario the IDS detects no abnormal behavior and hence ignores the alarm.
Flow Analysis
The idea of flow analysis is to analyze a set of alarms generated under normal operating environments and also under abnormal scenarios. This is due the fact that some IDS generates alarms even under normal operations. For example an ICMP packet may trigger a Snort rule and hence generate an alarm. However the number of such alarms generated will decide whether it requires an immediate attention of administrator. For example if the alarm is generated repeatedly it is likely that it needs an immediate attention rather than some other alarm which has no other information about its success. Repeated alarms indicate some pattern. By aggregating alarms which are not symptoms of attacks and appear in high volume a condensed view can be given to the administrator.
Viinikka and Debar [82] model the IDS alarms as flows and use the extended weighted moving average (EWMA) to identify bursts of alarms among the set of flows of alarms. At different instances of time τ i alarm flows are accessed and any significant deviation in the flow with respect to the previous cases are flagged as abnormal.
An advantage of this category is
• It considers history of IDS in generating a particular type of alarm.
A disadvantage of this category is
• An attacker can make system learn the behavior by sending spurious packets to raise alarms similar to attack scenario. 
Alarm Prioritization
Prioritization techniques rate the alarms based on post assessment or some evaluation. Given a set of alarms a list containing prioritized versions is given to the system administrator. Different aspects are considered for generating this rate value. For example target network topology, IDS history, placement of an IDS in the network, etc. are generally considered. Figure 4 . shows a conceptual view of prioritization technique. It has a alarm database and various configuration and settings as input. Inference and modeling engines represent this information in the format suitable for prioritization. Output of this step is a list of prioritized alarms.
Porras et al. [83] proposes an alarm ranking technique known as M-Correlator. This scheme considers three types of information namely, (i) alarms from different security systems like signature detection systems, firewalls etc. (ii) network configuration (in terns of vulnerabilities vis-a-vis IP addresses, port numbers, application/OS in execution etc.) and (iii) user defined parameters like criticality of applications, amount of interest in a type of attack etc. All this information is correlated to generate the rank of a particular alarm. Different lists of alarms prioritized by various parameters are generated. Also, related alarms can be grouped together using a clustering algorithm to generate a consolidated list of alarm messages.
Mu et al. [84] presents a similar topology tree to represent the network information. Authors claim that correlating topology information with alarm is often incomplete due to various reasons. If incomplete information is used to correlate alarms with topology information then this may induce errors in the final decisions. To avoid that a matrix computed by correlating attributes of alarms and topology information is created. With some mathematical operations a relevance score is derived with the help of this matrix. In an another work by the same authors [116] proposed to use Dempster-Shafer theory to handle the uncertainty in the correlation.
Alsubhi et al. [85] proposes a fuzzy logic based alarm prioritization technique. This technique also generate a priority score by considering various metrics into account. Namely the following metrics are considered for score generation -1) Applicability -deals with whether a particular attack is relevant in the context; 2) Importance -deals with how important the target entity is; 3) Status of sensor -takes into account whether IDS from which the alarm is generated is well configured or not; 4) Severity -How severe the attack is and also 5) Historic view of IDS. The advantage of this method is it can work even in the environment where imprecise data is available because it is using many parameters into account.
Spathoulas and Katsikas [86] proposes a filter which has three components-1) Neighboring Related Alerts (NRA) 2) High Alert Frequency (HAF) component and 3) Usual False Positives (UFP) component. The set of alarms produced by a typical IDS is fed to every component. Each component generates a score for every alarm generated by IDS indicating the probability that alarm being PF and finally all these scores are combined for final score based on which an alarm is decided as either TP or PF.
SRI International has an issued US Patent- [117] for alarm prioritization. Like all previous cases this method also considers various aspects for generating a relevant score.
A technique for ranking alarms based on voting is described in the master's thesis [87] . It considers the votes given by an administrator for a particular type of alarm and generate a rank. In order to account for balancing historic and recent votes exponential moving average technique is used while generating the rank.
Advantages of alarm prioritization are
• Substantially reducing the number of alarms which needs administrators' attention.
• Can take various aspects while assigning the rank to the alarms.
Few of limitations of alarm prioritization are
• There is no unique rating technique which is useful in all cases.
• Tuning the rating function is required for different environments.
Hybrid approach
False alarm reduction is essentially a subset selection problem. Given a set of alarms by IDS, the minimization scheme should automatically select a subset of these which are applicable and has impact in the target network. Such alarms we name as effective alarms and the rest are called as ineffective alarms. Since the network infrastructure is dynamic in nature the set of effective and ineffective alarms and hence attacks keep changing. From the above discussion it is evident that, methods proposed in the literature do not perform well in a dynamic network environment. Data mining techniques are not always applicable to filter the false alarms.
Thus there is a need for a hybrid approach which can mix the best of filtering based schemes and data mining schemes to reduce the false alarms.
In [88] , a method to reduce the false alarms without manipulating the default signature set (i.e., neither altering the signatures nor turning them off) is proposed. This method is a hybrid approach involving both filtering and classification and thus combines the strengths of both.
The network context information is decoupled from IDS by adding a layer of filtering to the alarms generated by IDS engines like Snort [118] , Bro [12] . The alarm minimization with this filter is local to the network. The false alarm filter involves the following.
• A dynamic threat profile representing the vulnerabilities present in the network. This threat profile is built periodically to get the most consistent threat view of the local network. The profile can be generated by maintaining a database of all known vulnerabilities which are published in the wild. • A neural network based correlation engine for filtering alarms generated by IDS. This engine correlates the threat profile with alarms and filters false alarms. Initially a set of alarms are generated by IDS with some sample attack programs and these alarms are labeled. Such labeled alarms are used for training a neural network classifier.
Gagnon et al. [89] proposes a similar alarm classification technique using network context information and data mining algorithms. The target networks context information is derived from various open source tools available in the wild.
Juniper Network has products with the IDP series [124] which falls under this category. These are advanced switches which combine detection and prevention technologies together. Detection is a combination of many methods and it is called as multi modal detection. Signature-based, anomaly-based traffic anomaly-based and protocol anomaly detection techniques are combined with application awareness and sites policy enforcement. This heterogeneous combination can minimize the false alarm rate considerably.
Abad et al. [90] proposes a visualization tool which correlates a host based activity and log information to that of network view. Two tools namely NVisionIP [125] (a host monitoring tool), and VisFlowConnect [126] are used to show how the log information at different levels can be correlated to detect intrusions.
Some of the advantages of this category are
• Combine strengths of both mining approaches and other correlation techniques.
• Can thwraght attacks at early stage as few of these include IPS capabilities too.
A few drawbacks of these techniques with current state of the art are
• There are different methods to capture and store configuration information resulting in a lack of standard technique.
• There are many data mining algorithms available which one in suitable for network configuration based correlation is not studied with a comparison. [133] Organizations IT infrastructure generate large quantity of logs every day and these logs may be generated by diverse security equipment. The SIEM tools collect large quantity of logs through various sensors and log them in database. The sensors can be either a custom sensor or can be collected directly through the equipment as it is. SIEM tools help in discovering user behaviors, network anomalies, system downtime, policy violations, internal threats, regulatory compliance, etc. These tools analyze event logs and syslogs automatically through the log analyzer which speed up the otherwise time-consuming and painful manual analysis.
Commercial Tools
SIEM tools are multipurpose tools which does collecting of event logs, archive them for later reference, does correlation with rules (and other methods), custom reporting and even provide methods for efficiently index the events for quick search. Some of the tools have even adapted Big Data analysis techniques like Map-Reduce [134] , Hadoop [135] etc. for handling massive scale data. Almost all of the SIEM tools do the prepossessing and other generic steps of Correlation mentioned in the beginning of Section 8 like Normalization, Clustering of alerts 2 and Reporting. We compare several commercial SIEM tools in terms of their feature and performance. Features include the appliance or tool's capability to collect and understand logs from different sources. We also enlist the type of technique used in their correlation Engine. We also report the performance of tool/appliance in terms of its ability to correlate number of events per second.
SIEM tools are of great help to manage and analyze events of any organization.
• Single window view: They provide a single window mechanism to correlate events from diverse sources.
• Application awareness: These tools help to quickly identify application issues attracting attacks.
• User awareness: Help identify users who are affected by the threats detected.
• Scalability: Some of the tools are capable of collecting events from hundreds of network equipment.
• Diversity: Have the capability to interface with several types of sources for data collection.
• Automated reporting: Can generate reports for applications and users.
Some of the challenges of the current SIEM tolls are following
• Deployment: Dealing with the complexity of the product is an issue many customers are facing. It takes quite a lot of time in deploying and configuring these systems.
• Cost: Some these tools are quite expensive. Customers with low budget may not be able to afford having a SIEM configured for their networks.
• Trained manpower: Since each SIEM tool has its own interface and a method for writing rules, trained manpower is required.
• Reliance on correlation rules: Many of the these systems are mainly relying on rule based correlation. Although few are using other methods of correlation and false alarm minimization, they are very elementary.
• Causal ordering based correlation, which finds relations between the alarms is a promising approach, however current tools seems to have not leveraged this completely barring one or two.
• Mining of alarms and hybrid methods for false alarm minimization are other two techniques which are promising and not yet commercialized.
Research Questions
After studying various techniques for false alarm minimization we enlist following questions for the research community.
• Evaluation on a common dataset: We find most of the works evaluate their techniques on a local custom dataset. The performance of system analyzed in terms of false positives reduction ratio on a common dataset will help understand the usefulness.
• Performance: Many of the works found in literature chose to ignore performance aspects of their techniques. How much effort is required for the algorithm to execute is also one of the important characteristics.
• Uniformity: A uniform format to show the alarms and priority lists is required as most of the techniques use their own custom format and reporting structure. This will help using the processed information by other tools or logging into database for forensic reasons.
• Realtime: Many of the works do the correlation analysis on the offline data and that is one of the reason why they do not study performance aspects. We feel it is necessary to compare the techniques whether they can perform in realtime and help in controlling damages.
• Incremental learning: It is also important for any technique to adapt to changes that are happening in target networks, administrators interests etc. A comparison in terms of how easy it is to adapt to these changes will help administrator chose a method based on her need.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a survey of false alarm minimization techniques found in the literature. We have also provided a taxonomy of several techniques in section 3. The figure presented in the section gives an overview of all techniques in a hierarchical format. In the section, we have also provided a comparison of our survey coverage with other known surveys. We have presented several techniques in this survey; first is signature enhancement where in few additional information is verified along with attack signature. Stateful signature-based approaches provided improved performance taking into account of the state of the network into account. Vulnerability signature-based approach overcomes all difficulties with application semantics and shown further improvement in terms of accuracy.
On the other hand several data mining techniques are also used for reducing false alarms such as alarm classification (which typically assumes a set of labeled alarms are available), alarm clustering (which divides the entire set of alarms into true or false alarm clusters), neural network (which also classify alarms after training) and frequent pattern mining (which mines the frequent item sets with a set of IDS alarms and their repeating pattern).
The fifth technique is alarm correlation which aggregates the number of alarms to predict the attack scenario. There are several approaches within these such as Multi-step correlation (which is based on the notion that there are several steps involved to stage an attack), knowledge based (which is based on extensive knowledge of the system being involved), complementary evidence based (which uses other type of known security component evidence), causal relation based (which integrates knowledge base correlation with statistical and temporal correlation techniques), fusion based (which implements prototype to understand multi-steps and also missing steps or alarms), attack graphs based (which identifies the path taken by the attacker) and rule based (which works by having if-then-else kind of rules).
Sixth technique is alarm verification which works based on the outcome of the attack and by verifying its impact on the system. Seventh technique is based on flow analysis which analyzes a set of alarms generated under normal and abnormal scenarios. Next technique is alarm prioritization which rates the alarms based on post assessment or some evaluation. Final technique is hybrid approach which combines two or more approaches together.
There are several commercial SIEM tools which handle security events generated in the networks. These events include IDS alarms too. A review of few prominent commercial SIEM tools is also provided in this paper. Some of the techniques described in this paper are used in these tools. We noticed that a majority of these tools still use rule based techniques for event correlation. Few other techniques like vulnerability signatures, alarm mining and hybrid approaches are interesting which can be incorporated to enhance the performance of these tools.
We have provided substantial analysis for every technique and approach and included all known recent papers with this survey (at the time of writing). Inspite of these all known techniques there are still issues to be addressed. We have also enlisted few of the research questions at the end. In our opinion future research need to address these research questions which will improve usability of the proposed techniques.
